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JENNI ESCHNER JOINS EUA AS SENIOR PROJECT ARCHITECT
MILWAUKEE, WI — Eppstein Uhen Architects (EUA) welcomes Jenni Eschner as Senior Project
Architect for the Healthcare Studio. Eschner brings 20 years of experience in planning and
design to her role and will use her leadership skills to foster creative solutions with her team to
deliver high quality and efficient projects.
“We are very excited to have Jenni join our team,” comments Kristin Dufek, EUA Vice President
and Healthcare Environments Studio Director. “She brings valuable healthcare experience that
will not only contribute to creating positive outcomes but will be an asset to mentoring the
internal EUA team.”
As Senior Project Architect, Eschner will work with clients to determine what is needed to
help them achieve success. Collaborating with the team through strategic processes, Eschner
will bring expertise to ensure clients provide a better patient and staff experience, resulting
in improved quality and positive outcomes.
“I’m excited about joining EUA because of the commitment to the staff experience and the
wealth of hard-working and passionate individuals in this firm. I have a passion for helping
people to succeed and I will work with clients to ensure their healthcare environments will
do just that.”
Eschner comes to EUA after 18 years with Kahler Slater as Associate Principal, working with
organizations to determine new and innovative ways to provide healthcare. Previous
experience includes a replacement hospital for Hospital Sisters Health System using LEAN
methodologies and engaging users to improve processes within their transforming
healthcare environment.
Eppstein Uhen Architects (EUA) is best known for designing environments that elevate
people’s potential. More than 200 employees in Milwaukee, Madison, Des Moines and
Denver demonstrate unparalleled commitment to the markets, communities and clients
they serve. The respected 110-year old firm specializes in several markets including
education, workplace, healthcare, senior living, student housing and mixed-use. For
additional information, please visit the firm’s website at eua.com.
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